Phosphorylated histone H2AX, termed '␥H2AX', mediates the chromatin response to DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) in mammalian cells. H2AX deficiency increases the numbers of unrepaired DSBs and translocations, which are partly associated with defects in non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and contributing to genomic instability in cancer. However, the role of ␥H2AX in NHEJ of general DSBs has yet to be clearly defined. Here, we showed that despite little effect on overall NHEJ efficiency, H2AX deficiency causes a surprising bias towards accurate NHEJ and shorter deletions in NHEJ products. By analyzing CRISPR/Cas9-induced NHEJ and by using a new reporter for mutagenic NHEJ, we found that ␥H2AX, along with its interacting protein MDC1, is required for efficient classical NHEJ (C-NHEJ) but with short deletions and insertions. Epistasis analysis revealed that ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and the chromatin remodeling complex Tip60/TRRAP/P400 are essential for this H2AX function. Taken together, these data suggest that a subset of DSBs may require ␥H2AX-mediated short-range nucleosome repositioning around the breaks to facilitate C-NHEJ with loss of a few extra nucleotides at NHEJ junctions. This may prevent outcomes such as non-repair and translocations, which are generally more destabilizing to genomes than short deletions and insertions from local NHEJ.
INTRODUCTION
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) are a form of highly mutagenic DNA lesions that can arise exogenously and endogenously, and pose a serious threat to the integrity of eukaryotic genomes. In order to prevent genome instability and cancer, DSBs have to be properly recognized and repaired (1) . In mammalian cells, repair of DSBs is carried out primarily by either homologous recombination (HR) or non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). HR repairs DSBs generated in post-replicative cells where sister chromatids are available as a homologous template for repair (2) . In contrast, NHEJ, including classical NHEJ (C-NHEJ) and alternative NHEJ (A-NHEJ), functions throughout the cell cycle and is the primary DSB repair pathway in G1-arrested somatic cells (3) . C-NHEJ requires several core proteins including Ku70, Ku80, DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs), XRCC4 and DNA ligase 4, whereas A-NHEJ repairs DSBs without participation of either one of these core NHEJ factors and generates deletions frequently associated with short tracts of homology at repair junctions (4) (5) (6) . In C-NHEJ, upon DNA breakage, the Ku70 and Ku80 heterodimer binds to 'naked' DNA ends of DSBs and helps recruit other core NHEJ factors to the same DNA ends. DNA-PKcs is activated to assist NHEJ upon recruitment to the Ku-DNA complex. XRCC4 and DNA ligase 4 form a complex in cells and function in the final steps of NHEJ to catalyze ligation of DNA ends.
DSBs in eukaryotes have to be detected and repaired within the context of chromatin (7) , and in mammalian cells, a key response to DSBs in chromatin is rapid phosphorylation of H2AX, a histone H2A variant. This occurs on serine 139 (S139) of the H2AX carboxyl-terminal SQEY motif by ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), DNA-PKcs and ataxia telangiectasia mutated-and Rad3-related (ATR) over large chromatin regions surrounding the DSBs (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Phosphorylated H2AX, termed '␥ H2AX', subsequently initiates a DNA damage signaling cascade on chromatin near the DSBs and establishes the 'chromatin domain' of the DNA damage response by providing a chromatin plat-form for protein interactions and modifications (13) . It is expected that deletion of H2AX would disrupt this 'chromatin domain', induce aberrant DSB response and cause genomic instability. In fact, H2AX-deficient cells are sensitive to ionizing radiation (IR), have an elevated level of chromosomal and chromatid breaks as well as translocations, and exhibit genomic instability (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . When combined with p53 deficiency, H2AX-deficient mice are predisposed to cancer, in particular, T and B lineage lymphomas (15, 16) .
As DSB repair occurs in the context of chromatin, the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain adds a layer of control to the regulation of DSB repair, and has been implicated in both HR and NHEJ repair pathways (13) . Previous studies have shown that HR is impaired in H2AX (H2A in yeast)-deficient cells (14, 19, 20) , but it remains unclear how H2AX facilitates HR, especially between sister chromatids. It has been proposed that the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain may promote end resection for HR engagement or have a synapsis function in HR (21, 22) , but the roles of H2AX in NHEJ are more confusing. Studies thus far have mostly focused on V(D)J recombination and class switch recombination (CSR) in H2AX-deficient lymphocytes and H2AX-deficient mice (15) (16) (17) (18) (23) (24) (25) (26) , as both processes require programmed DSB induction by recombination activated gene (RAG) endonucleases and activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) respectively and joining of DSBs by NHEJ. A recent study has also indicated that end resection during NHEJ in G1 is distinct from that during HR (27) ; by extension, if this occurs, end resection promoted by the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain in HR may not be applicable to NHEJ.
V(D)J recombination, the mechanism responsible for generating antigen receptor diversity in developing lymphocytes, is grossly normal in H2AX-deficient mice (15, 16) . Prior work has suggested that ␥ H2AX is dispensable for end synapsis and end joining within the RAG-DSB synaptic complex in C-NHEJ-mediated V(D)J recombination (22, 24) . However, H2AX-deficient mice have an increased level of chromosomal breaks and translocations derived from RAG endonuclease-initiated DNA breaks (15, 16, (23) (24) (25) 28) . It is speculated that the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain may help stabilize broken DNA strands, preventing DSBs from progressing into unrepaired chromosomal breaks and translocations (22, 24) . H2AX is also shown to suppress hairpin opening and subsequent end resection of RAGinitiated DSBs (23) .
After V(D)J recombination, CSR further diversifies antigen receptors of antigen-stimulated B cells (29) . In this NHEJ-mediated process, AID initiates DSBs on two switch (S) regions, which can be nearly 100kb apart from each other at IgH locus (15, 26, 29) . Subsequent end joining of these DSBs can lead to either intra-S region deletion or productive CSR with intervening sequences deleted (15, 26, 29) . In the absence of H2AX, CSR-associated NHEJ is deficient, resulting in modestly deficient CSR and increased level of chromosomal breaks and translocations (15) (16) (17) (18) 26, 28) . It is thought that the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain promotes synapsis of two distantly located DSBs for efficient NHEJ during CSR (22, 29, 30) .
Despite the understanding of the role of H2AX in specialized NHEJ during V(D)J recombination and CSR, the function of H2AX in NHEJ in general settings is poorly understood. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ␥ H2A is required for efficient end joining in a plasmid NHEJ assay (31) . In mammalian cells, the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain is responsible for repairing ∼10-15% of DSBs induced by IR (32) . H2AX deficiency causes genomic instability including an increased level of chromosomal breaks and translocations, indicating a defect in general NHEJ (15, 17, 18, 26, 29) . Paradoxically, using a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-based NHEJ reporter assay, we found that H2AX loss has little effect on the efficiency of general NHEJ of two site-specific chromosomal DSBs tandemly induced by I-SceI meganuclease in mouse (ES) cells (33, 34) . This suggests that H2AX may not be needed for NHEJ of two adjacent, readily rejoined DNA ends. But it is also possible that H2AX deficiency may contribute to defects in a subtype of NHEJ, which are masked by largely unaltered overall NHEJ efficiency. In addition, DNA ends of many DSBs generated in chromatin are associated with nucleosomes that may hinder the binding of NHEJ proteins to DNA ends for NHEJ. Hence, the presence of ␥ H2AX may help reposition nucleosomes around these DSBs, allowing efficient NHEJ. It has been shown that the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain contains chromatin remodelers and has chromatin remodeling activities (21, 31) .
Given the development and potential applications of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) technology and its unique requirement for DSB induction and repair (35) (36) (37) , it is also of interest to determine whether H2AX plays a role in NHEJ of CRISPR/Cas9-induced DSBs, and by extension, in NHEJmediated CRISPR genome editing. Here, we report a role of H2AX in NHEJ that repairs a site-specific chromosomal DSB induced by I-SceI and by the CRISPR Cas9 nuclease, as well as epistasis analysis of this role.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids
The sGEJ/vGEJ reporters were previously constructed (33) . To generate the mNHEJ reporter BGN, the BSD gene was amplified by PCR (see Supplementary Table S7 for primer sequences) with a HindIII site in one primer and tandem I-SceI-EcoRI sites in the other primer. PCR product was digested with HindIII and EcoRI and inserted into the HindIII-EcoRI region between the PGK promoter and the EGFP cassette of pBigT previously constructed (19) . pcDNA3␤-Hyg-based expression vectors for human H2AX, human XRCC4, mouse MDC1 tandem BRCT domain (mBRCT) and its mutant (mBRCT-KM) were described previously (19, 33, 34, 38) . CRISPR/Cas9 plasmids px330 was originally obtained from Addgene (Cat #42230). The U6-sgRNA vector (pU6-gRNA) was derived from px330 by removing the CBh-hSpCas9 cassette. Individual sgRNAs cloning was performed as described previously (39) . The sgRNA target sequences are listed in Supplementary Table S7 . Plasmids newly constructed were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
Antibodies and chemicals including small molecular inhibitors
Antibodies included anti-HA Tag (SC-805; 1:500) and XRCC4-C20 (SC-8285; 1:500) from Santa Cruz, anti-H2AX (07-627; 1:1000) from Millipore, anti-␤-actin (A5441; 1:10 000) from Sigma, and peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit, donkey anti-goat and rabbit anti-mouse IgG (315-035-048; 1:10 000) from Jackson ImmunoResearch. Small molecule inhibitors included ATR inhibitor (VE821) from Axon MedChem, ATM inhibitor (KU60019), DNA-PKcs inhibitor (NU7441) from Tocris, and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) inhibitor (Olaparib) from Selleck. Olaparib was used at 2 M final concentration and the others at 5 M. Chloroquine (S4157) was purchased from Selleck and sodium butyrate (A510838) from Sangon Biotech. The hypotonic buffer contains phosphated buffered saline, 50 mM NaCl, 0.45% (w/v) glucose and 1% FBS.
Cell lines
The sGEJ/vGEJ reporter mouse ES cells were previously established and described (33) . The BGN reporter cell lines were generated as previously described (19, 33) . Specifically, mouse H2AX flox/flox and XRCC4 flox/flox ES cells were electroporated with linearized BGN reporter vector and seeded in 10 cm plates with neo + feeders. Individual clones were selected in the presence of 400 g/ml neomycin (Invitrogen). Clones were isolated and confirmed by Southern blot with GFP and ROSA26 probes as done previously (19) , and only individual clones with single copy of intact reporter cassette were selected for this study. To generate mouse ES cell lines stably and ectopically expressing H2AX or XRCC4, 2 × 10 5 mouse ES cells were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) in 24-well plate as previously described (19, 33) , and were seeded onto a 10 cm plate 3 days posttransfection. Stable clones were selected and pooled in the presence of 400 g/ml hygromycin (Invitrogen). For Cas9-mediated gene knockout, 2 × 10 5 ES cells were transfected twice and then plated on MEF for single clones without antibiotics selection. Knockout clones were verified by PCR along with Sanger sequencing and/or Western blot. Primers are listed in Supplementary Table S7 .
NHEJ reporter assays
Mouse ES cells harboring NHEJ reporter were transfected with pcDNA3␤-I-SceI, the U6-sgRNA plasmids and pX330, and/or siRNA as previously described (33) . SiRNAs were purchased from RiboBio Co with a 'Scramble' siRNA as control. SiRNA sequences are listed in Supplementary Table S7 . For drug treatment, inhibitors were added at 6 h post-transfection, and replaced with fresh addition next day for a continued treatment for the rest of the experiment. Cells transfected and treated were analyzed for GFP + frequencies using the BD LSRFortessa™ cell analyzer and the Beckman Coulter FC500 cell analyzer 3 days post-transfection. The NHEJ frequencies were calculated after being corrected with background readings and normalized with transfection efficiencies as described before (33, 34) . Statistical comparisons between two unpaired populations and between paired samples were analyzed by Anova and Student's two-tailed paired t test, respectively.
Western blotting
To analyze histones, cells were first lysed for 30 min using cytolysis buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 50 mM NaCl, 0.25 M sucrose, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100). Histones were then acid-extracted with the buffer containing 0.25 M HCl and 5% glycerol from pellets of cell lysates as described previously (19) , resolved by SDS-PAGE, and analyzed by Western blotting. To analyze non-histone proteins, cells were lysed in the NP buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 5 mM EDTA and 0.5% Nonidet P-40). Cell extracts were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and analyzed by western blotting with corresponding antibodies.
Quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)
Total RNAs were extracted by TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and then reverse-transcribed to complementary DNA using the PrimeScript RT reagent kit (TaKaRa). qRT-PCR was performed using Power SYBR Green Master mix (Applied Biosystems) on an ABI Viia7 DX System (Applied Biosystems). Primers are listed in Supplementary Table S7 .
gDNA extraction, PCR amplification and Illumina DNA sequencing
To analysis the deletion/insertion pattern in NHEJ products, I-SceI-induced and Cas9-induced GFP + cells were sorted by flow cytometry (BD FACSAria II). For analysis of NHEJ or targeted genome editing at endogeneous loci, cells were directly collected after I-SceI-induced NHEJ or CRISPR/Cas9-induced NHEJ. gDNA was isolated from these cells using genomic DNA purification kit (Axygen). The genomic regions of 300-500 bp surrounding the I-SceI and CRISPR/Cas9 target sites were PCR amplified with respective primers (Supplementary Table S7 ). PCR products were purified using gel extraction kit (Axygen). As NHEJ in normal cells generates deletions mostly within ∼50 bp (27, 33, 40, 41) , PCR products of 300-500 bp are expected to cover most of NHEJ products. For next-generation sequencing at Annoroad Gene Technology (Beijing), PCR products of 4-20 different genomic target sites were mixed, end-repaired, adenylated at 3 -ends, ligated with adapters, purified, and amplified by the second round of PCR to incorporate the P7 and P5 Illumina adapters and a unique 8-mer barcode sequence according to the manufacturer's protocols. The final PCR products were cleaned, quantified, normalized into one library pool and sequenced on the Illumina Hiseq.
Quantification of NHEJ events in Illumina DNA sequencing data
After demultiplexing, forward and reverse paired-end reads were merged to generate a single consensus sequence per read pair using PEAR 0.9.8 (42) . Merged sequences were analyzed using the 'DeepSeq Pipeline', a self-analysis platform, which implemented a pairwise local sequence alignment algorithm called DBS-Aligner (Double Breakpoints Sequence Aligner) to align two genomic sequences with one or two breakpoints. DBS-Aligner uses Smith-Waterman algorithm to compute the basic alignments and makes refinements on alignments in breakpoint regions (43, 44) . 'Insertion' sequences were identified by taking continuous letters in read sequence that paired up with gaps (dashes) in reference sequence, and 'Deletion' sequences determined by gaps (dashes) in read sequence. The length of 'Deletion' and 'Insertion' defined by the distance from both ends of a DSB were counted.
RESULTS
H2AX deficiency causes increased level of accurate NHEJ and a bias toward shorter deletions in NHEJ
We previously developed a reporter (sGEJ or vGEJ) for quantitatively measuring I-SceI-induced NHEJ in mammalian cells ( Figure 1A ) (33) . In this reporter, due to an upstream, out-of-frame translation start site ('Koz-ATG'), no wild-type GFP is translated. When DSBs are induced at either or both of two closely positioned, tandem I-SceI sites by I-SceI meganuclease (45) Figure  S1A ). However, it is unclear whether H2AX modulates the accuracy of NHEJ junctions, which could be revealed by deep sequencing. We thus sorted I-SceI-induced GFP + cells from H2AX +/+ and H2AX -/-sGEJ reporter cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), isolated genomic DNA (gDNA), and amplified repair junctions by PCR for Illumina sequencing. As expected, sequence analysis reveals that I-SceI induces a DSB at either or both of tandem I-SceI sites in the reporter. Upon simultaneous induction of DSBs at two I-SceI sites, end joining through full pairing of complementary 4-protruding nucleotides (4Pnt) generated by I-SceI could delete the intervening sequence between two I-SceI-induced DSBs, but cause no additional junctional deletions, and is therefore defined as accurate NHEJ used hereafter. This type of accurate NHEJ is different from accurate NHEJ that restores the original sequence. We also define end joining through partial pairing of complementary 4Pnt generated by I-SceI as near accurate NHEJ (naNHEJ) because this end joining does not cause additional deletions at junctions either. However, naNHEJ may or may not cause the loss of the intervening sequence between two I-SceI sites. It is notable that, in all sorted GFP + products, based on the combined reads from three independent experiments, the efficiency of accurate NHEJ and naNHEJ elevates from 61. Table S1 ). In addition, H2AX
-/-cells have a lower frequency of mNHEJ than H2AX +/+ cells in Group I (10.4 ± 6.2% versus 13.0 ± 9.5%, 2 test: P < 0.0001) and Group III (93.0 ± 15.5% versus 94.9 ± 4.0%, 2 test: Supplementary Table S1 ). This paradoxically suggests that H2AX deficiency may tilt NHEJ towards accurate NHEJ and naNHEJ.
Of note, besides the whole Group II, NHEJ events associated with insertions in both Group I and Group III are rare (Supplementary Table S1 ); therefore, these types of NHEJ events are ignored in further analysis of H2AX's role. Thus, we only analyzed the deletion length of deletiononly ('Del') NHEJ products in Group I and III in order to gain a better view on the role of H2AX in controlling the accuracy of NHEJ. Over 95% of 'Del' NHEJ events show deletion length <29 bp, in addition to the pop-out of 34 bp between two I-SceI sites if it occurs. In Group I's 'Del' events, H2AX -/-cells have short-range deletions (1-6 bp + 34 bp pop-out) at the frequency of 59.9%, significantly higher than H2AX +/+ cells at 38.9% ( Figure 1C -/-cells (Mann-Whitney test: P < 0.0001; Figure 1D Whitney test: P < 0.0001; Figure 1F ). Taken together, these data demonstrate that H2AX deficiency reduces the level of mNHEJ, shifts deletion of mNHEJ products to a shorter length by a few base pairs and appears to cause a bias towards accurate NHEJ.
Bias towards shorter deletions caused by H2AX deficiency is bi-directional
DNA end processing, which affects the composition of NHEJ junctions, occurs at I-SceI-induced DSBs bidirectionally before end ligation during NHEJ, generating deletion on both directions from breakage sites in NHEJ products. We therefore analyzed deletions in both directions to assess whether the effect of H2AX deficiency on deletion length is bi-directional. In Group I's deletions, H2AX Figure S1C and inset). This suggests that H2AX deficiency reduces the length of deletions during NHEJ in a bi-directional manner.
H2AX deficiency reduces the efficiency and deletion length of mNHEJ-mediated CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
In the presence of fully complementary 4Pnt 3 -overhangs at two DNA ends of an I-SceI-induced chromosomal DSB, H2AX deficiency surprisingly causes a slight increase of accurate NHEJ and a reduction of mNHEJ along with a bias towards shorter deletions. Given that some of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing is mediated by mNHEJ, we reasoned that H2AX would facilitate mNHEJ-mediated CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. We thus used Streptococcus pyogenes CRISPR/Cas9, in place of I-SceI, to induce a blunt-end DSB around the second I-SceI site of the sGEJ reporter in mouse ES cells. We generated three gRNAs (g2-1, g2-2 and g2-3) targeting the vicinity of the second I-SceI site of the sGEJ reporter (Figure 2A ). Since DSBs generated either lie within ATGG of 'Koz-ATG' or 15 bp downstream of 'Koz-ATG' in this sGEJ reporter, end processing during repair of these DSBs by mNHEJ can either destroy ATG or cause a '3n+1' frame-shift in NHEJ products to generate GFP + cells. We found that mNHEJ, induced by three Cas9/gRNA, is reduced by nearly a half in H2AX -/-cells as compared to H2AX +/+ cells ( Figure 2A ). The percentage of Cas9/g2-2-induced GFP + cells is much higher than that of the other two gRNAs, likely due to the DNA breakage between A and TG of the 'Koz-ATG' induced by Cas9/g2-2; any modifications would abolish this ATG start codon and initiate in-frame translation of the GFP gene. The efficiency of mNHEJ induced by Cas9/g2-2 is increased in H2AX -/-cells by stable complementation of wide-type (wt) H2AX (Student's paired t-test: P = 0.0008), but not by the mutant S139A or empty vector control (EV) (Figure 2B ), indicating S139 phosphorylation of H2AX is required for efficient CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing by mNHEJ.
To determine the effect of H2AX on repair junctions of CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ, we next sorted Cas9/g2-2-induced GFP + cells from H2AX +/+ and H2AX -/-sGEJ reporter cells by FACS, isolated gDNA, and analyzed repair junctions by deep sequencing. Among CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ in H2AX +/+ cells, 83.7 ± 4.7% is 'Del' events, 11.0 ± 3.7% is insertion-only ('Ins') events and 5.3 ± 1.0% carries both deletion and insertion ('InDel') (Supplementary Table S2 ). H2AX deficiency significantly decreases the percentage of 'Del' events (79.6 ± 5.8%) and InDel (5.2 ± 3.7%), but elevates 'Ins' events to 15.2 ± 2.2% (Supplementary Table S2 -/-cells (Mann-Whitney test: P < 0.0001; Figure 2C ). In addition, 1-3 bp deletion is observed in 36 Figure 2D and inset). This appears to suggest that H2AX deficiency does not change the level of SSA or MMEJ in this context.
To validate the effect of H2AX deficiency on mNHEJmediated CRISPR/Cas9 editing of a natural site in the genome, we designed three gRNAs (gR26-1, gR26-2 and gR26-3) targeting the ROSA26 locus of the murine genome Figure 2F and inset). This suggests that H2AX deficiency also causes a shift of bias towards modestly shorter deletions in mNHEJmediated CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. Notably, 6bp deletions are prominent in NHEJ products. Analysis of the junctions revealed that most of these events are MMEJ with deletion of 'CAAAGG' or 'GAAAGG' due to the presence of the 'AAAGG' repeat at the junctions ( Figure 2F and inset).
H2AX deficiency reduces mNHEJ with a bias towards shorter deletion
Although we were able to detect and quantitate mNHEJ using the sGEJ reporter above, it could not be done rapidly and readily. We either had to distinguish I-SceI-induced mNHEJ from accurate NHEJ by DNA sequencing or to elicit CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ, which is interfered by SSA or MMEJ between tandem I-SceI sites of the sGEJ reporter. Moreover, the CRISPR/Cas9-induced DSB in the sGEJ reporter is too close to the coding region of GFP and the promoter region, restricting the length of deletion in both directions in mNHEJ. Hence, we developed a new reporter for rapid quantification of mNHEJ and for epistasis analysis of H2AX's NHEJ function. This NHEJ reporter contains the fusion gene of partial Blasticidin S deaminase (Bsd) gene and out-of-frame GFP gene (named 'BGN' reporter), with an I-SceI site embedded in the linker region between Bsd and GFP ( Figure 3A) . Upon I-SceI expression, a site-specific DSB is induced at the I-SceI site. Repair of this DSB by mNHEJ induces additional frame-shifts, which in theory have one third of probability ('3n', '3n+1' or '3n+2'-bp frame-shift) to correct the reading frame of the downstream GFP gene, generating GFP + cells, whereas products of accurate NHEJ cannot be differentiated from the uncut reporter. Thus, the frequency of I-SceI-induced GFP + cells represents the relative level of mNHEJ.
To validate this BGN reporter system, we established XRCC4 flox/flox mouse ES cells containing a single copy of the BGN reporter integrated into the genome (Supplementary Figure S2A-C) . In these cells, without I-SceI-induced DSB, the reporter generates few GFP + cells with a frequency of 0.01-0.1% indicating a low background, whereas I-SceI expression induces a high frequency of GFP + cells, representing the relative level of mNHEJ (Supplementary Figure S2D) Figure S2E) . Given that XRCC4 promotes accurate NHEJ (33) , it is no surprise that loss of XRCC4 leads to a 2-fold increase of the mNHEJ efficiency. Furthermore, transient expression of wild-type mouse XRCC4 reduces mNHEJ in XRCC4 -/-cells using the BGN reporter (P = 0.004; Supplementary Figure S2F ). These results demonstrate that the BGN reporter is suitable for analysis of mNHEJ in mammalian cells.
To determine the role of H2AX in mNHEJ using the BGN reporter, we generated an H2AX flox/flox mouse ES clone carrying a single-copy BGN reporter targeted at the ROSA26 locus in the genome (Supplementary Figure  S2C) , and derived three H2AX +/+ and five H2AX -/-isogenic BGN reporter clones by Ad-Cre infection ( Figure 3B ). Deletion of H2AX reduces the efficiency of I-SceI-induced mNHEJ by ∼50% (P = 0.017; Figure 3B ), and stable expression of wtH2AX restores I-SceI-induced mNHEJ in H2AX -/-cells to a level similar to that in H2AX +/+ cells (P = 0.036; Figure 3C ), suggesting that H2AX is required for efficient mNHEJ. However, despite being reduced significantly, the activity of mNHEJ remains robust in H2AX -/-cells, indicating the existence of H2AX-independent mN-HEJ.
To determine whether H2AX deficiency is also biased towards shorter deletions during mNHEJ using the BGN reporter, we sorted I-SceI-induced GFP + cells (i.e. I-SceIinduced mNHEJ products) by FACS and analyzed repair Figure 3D ). This indicates a bias towards shorter deletions in H2AX-deficient cells, consistent with those using the sGEJ reporter and a nature site of the ROSA26 locus of the murine genome. Due to a stop codon 'TAG' localized downstream of the I-SceI site and within the same reading frame of GFP, at least 7bp deletion downstream is needed to destroy the 'TAG' stop codon and produce GFP + cells (Supplementary Figure S3) . Indeed, 7bp is the minimum length of deletion detected in repair junctions ( Figure 3D, Supplementary Figure S3) .
Because the distance from the I-SceI site to the downstream start codon 'ATG' of GFP is 51 bp, deletion longer than 51 bp downstream during I-SceI-induced mNHEJ would start to destroy the GFP gene, generating no GFP Figure S4) . In contrast, deletions upstream of the I-SceI site can reach to 411 bp in theory with the GFP gene intact. However, we did not find any deletions longer than 51 bp upstream, indicating such events are rare; any effect of H2AX status on generation of these events is not apparent (Supplementary Figure S4) .
To exclude potential interference by the 'TAG' stop codon downstream of the I-SceI site in I-SceI-induced mN-HEJ, and also to test whether H2AX is required for efficient CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ in the BGN reporter, we generated two gRNAs (g4-1 and g4-2) directing a doublestrand DNA breakage respectively within and downstream of the 'TAG' stop codon in the BGN reporter ( Figure 3E ). CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ in H2AX -/-cells is about 50% of that in H2AX +/+ cells irrespective of the position of a DSB induced in the reporter ( Figure 3E ). Stable expression of wtH2AX increases Cas9/g4-1-induced mNHEJ in H2AX -/-cells by 2-fold ( Figure 3F ). We also examined repair junctions of Cas9/g4-2-induced mNHEJ products (unsorted) by deep sequencing to evaluate the effect of H2AX on deletion length of CRISPR/Cas9-induced mN-HEJ in the BGN reporter. In these mNHEJ products, 69.2 ± 1.9% is 'Del', 21.8 ± 2.0% 'Ins' and 9.0 ± 3.7% 'InDel'; H2AX deficiency decreases the percentage of 'Del' events to 51.9 ±3.4% and InDel to 8.0 ± 4.7%, but elevates 'Ins' events to 40.1 ± 2.9% (Supplementary Table S4 ). Consistent with I-SceI-induced mNHEJ and mNHEJ-mediated CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing, H2AX deficiency tends to drive deletions in 'Del' NHEJ events to shorter length, with the median length of deletions from 8 Figure 3H and inset). Taken together, these results suggest that H2AX assists a subtype of NHEJ that requires end processing with a bias towards modestly longer deletion in mammalian cells. It is notable that 8-10 bp deletions and 17 bp deletions frequently occur and majority of these deletions are generated by MMEJ with 1-3nt microhomology ( Figure 3H and inset).
MDC1 transduces H2AX-dependent NHEJ
In addition to DNA damage-induced S139 phosphorylation, H2AX has many damage-dependent or independent post-translational modifications (34) , which could regulate H2AX-mediated NHEJ. To determine which modification(s) has effect on H2AX's NHEJ function, we tested various H2AX mutants for their ability to rescue mNHEJ in H2AX -/-BGN reporter cells. When transiently expressed, most of H2AX mutants, like wtH2AX, elevate I-SceI-and Cas9-induced mNHEJ in H2AX -/-cells efficiently, but neither S139A nor Y142A does ( Figure 4A and B) . Substitution of Y142 for another aromatic residue W or F does not abrogate the ability of H2AX to restore the efficiency of mNHEJ in H2AX -/-cells ( Figure 4A and B). Compared to empty vector control (EV), stable expression of wtH2AX, not S139A or Y142A, increases the efficiency of mNHEJ (Supplementary Figure S5A and B) .
As both S139 phosphorylation and aromatic group of Y142 are important for the interaction of ␥ H2AX with MDC1, which orchestrates the assembly of repair factors on the damaged chromatin (46,47), we speculated that MDC1 might mediate the function of H2AX in NHEJ. To test this hypothesis, we used tandem BRCT domain of mouse MDC1 (mBRCT) as a dominant negative to block the interaction of ␥ H2AX with endogenous MDC1 as done previously (38) , with BRCT K1554M (mBRCT-KM) as a negative control that does not bind to ␥ H2AX, and analyzed their effect on H2AX's NHEJ function. Transient and stable expression of mBRCT reduces the efficiency of I-SceIand Cas9-induced mNHEJ in H2AX +/+ cells, but mBRCT-KM does not ( Figure 4C Figure S5C and D) , implying the inhibitory effect of mBRCT on mNHEJ is dependent upon H2AX and, by extension, the interaction of ␥ H2AX with MDC1.
To directly determine whether MDC1 plays a role similar to that of H2AX in NHEJ, we generated isogenic murine Figure 4E ). DNA breakage from simultaneous cutting is termed 'Group I' as defined before and accurate NHEJ is detectable only for this group. Due to its major contribution to total repair of DSBs (Supplementary Tables S5 and S6 ), our analysis is mainly focused on NHEJ-mediated repair of 'Group I' DSBs. Loss of either MDC1 or H2AX slightly reduces the overall efficiency of 'Group I' end joining ( 2 test: P < 0.0001; Figure 4E , Supplementary Tables S5 and S6 ). This is different from the previous observation with the sGEJ reporter that H2AX deficiency does not reduce the efficiency of I-SceI-induced NHEJ ( Figure 1B ). This discrepancy is likely due to more mNHEJ-mediated repair of Cas9-induced DSBs (e.g. 70 (Figure 4G and inset) . These data demonstrate that the effect of MDC1 deficiency on NHEJ perfectly mimics that of H2AX deficiency and suggest that MDC1 mediates H2AX-dependent NHEJ. Of note, the frequencies of 64bp deletions are surprisingly high and we found that most of these deletions are products of MMEJ with the microhomology 'GTG' at the junctions (Figure 4G and inset) .
The NHEJ core factors XRCC4 and DNA-PKcs mediate H2AX-dependent NHEJ A-NHEJ acts independently of either of core NHEJ factors such as XRCC4 and DNA-PKcs and is characterized by excessive deletions/insertions and frequent use of microhomology (3, 4) . Although the use of microhomology in mNHEJ is not altered by H2AX deficiency (data not shown), the observation that H2AX is required for efficient mNHEJ associated with deletions and insertions with a bias towards modestly longer deletions prompted us to ask whether H2AX-dependent NHEJ is part of A-NHEJ. To address this question, we first analyzed the role of XRCC4 in this NHEJ pathway. We deleted H2AX in XRCC4 clones, suggesting that H2AX-mediated NHEJ is inactive without XRCC4 ( Figure 5B and C). Moreover, with EV as a negative control, neither wtH2AX nor S139A mutant ectopically expressed in XRCC4 -/-H2AX -/-clones affects ISceI-and Cas9-induced mNHEJ ( Figure 5D and E). Complementation of XRCC4 reduces both I-SceI-and Cas9-induced mNHEJ in XRCC4 -/-H2AX -/-clones, suggesting that XRCC4 suppresses H2AX-independent mNHEJ. Nevertheless, in XRCC4-complemented H2AX -/-cells, additional complementation of H2AX elevates I-SceI-and Cas9-induced mNHEJ ( Figure 5D and E). This further confirms that H2AX-mediated NHEJ requires XRCC4.
We then asked whether H2AX-mediated mNHEJ requires another core NHEJ factor DNA-PKcs. 
PKcs -/-H2AX
-/-clones ( Figure 6A ). Like XRCC4, DNA-PKcs is suppressive to H2AX-independent mNHEJ, as deletion of DNA-PKcs increases I-SceI-induced mN-HEJ in H2AX -/-BGN reporter cells (one-way Anova: P < 0.0001; Figure 6A Figure  S7) . This further confirms that XRCC4-independent or DNA-PKcs-independent mNHEJ, as part of A-NHEJ, is promoted by PARP1. nases responsible for DSB-induced S139 phosphorylation of H2AX (9, 12) Figure 6D ). Deletion of ATM stimulates mNHEJ in H2AX -/-cells (one-way Anova: P = 0.014; Figure 6D ). This demonstrates that like DNA-PKcs, ATM suppresses H2AX-independent mN-HEJ. Compared with EV and S139A, transient expression of wtH2AX, as expected, increases I-SceI-induced mN-HEJ in ATM +/+ H2AX -/-clones by nearly 2-fold (Figure 6E Figure  S8A) . Similarly, the DNA-PKcs inhibitor NU7441 also increases I-SceI-induced mNHEJ to the same level in both ATM -/-H2AX -/-H2AX cells and ATM -/-H2AX -/-EV cells, in both of which H2AX-dependent NHEJ is inactivated, substantiating the previous observation that DNA-PKcs suppresses H2AX-independent mNHEJ (Supplementary Figure S8B) . Taken together, the present data indicate that both ATM and DNA-PKcs have two different roles in mNHEJ: one promoting or mediating H2AX-dependent NHEJ and the other suppressing H2AX-independent mNHEJ. These opposing roles could be tightly controlled and are yet to be further elucidated. Figure S8B) .
The chromatin remodeler Tip60-TRRAP-P400 is required for H2AX-dependent NHEJ
The length of deletion during NHEJ is determined mostly by the extent to which two DNA ends of a DSB are processed before ligation. As shown thus far, H2AX deficiency reduces mNHEJ and also has a bias towards shorter deletions, suggesting that end processing in NHEJ is more restricted in H2AX -/-cells than in H2AX +/+ cells. Given that the chromatin architecture near a DSB may present a barrier to both end processing and access to the NHEJ machinery, it is possible that formation of the ␥ H2AX chromatin domain is at least in part to increase the mobility of nucleosomes adjacent to DSBs, preparing nucleosome-free DNA ends for NHEJ activities (31) . Initiation of such mobilization of nucleosomes may be disabled by the absence of H2AX, thus restricting end processing for efficient NHEJ. Therefore, we predicted that by forcing chromatin relaxation independently of H2AX surrounding I-SceI-induced DSBs, H2AX would not be needed in I-SceI-induced mN-HEJ. Indeed, when mouse H2AX +/+ and H2AX -/-BGN reporter cells were treated with hypotonic medium, sodium butyrate (2mM) and chloroquine (5g/ml), all of which causes chromatin decondensation (50), the difference in the efficiency of mNHEJ that is observed with control treatment between H2AX +/+ and H2AX -/-cells is reduced or even abolished ( Figure 7A ). It is also noted that overall mNHEJ is reduced in both H2AX +/+ and H2AX -/-cells by these treatments, possibly through global influence.
Previous studies have shown that ␥ H2AX/MDC1 can recruit the remodeler complex Tip60-TRRAP-P400 to the damaged chromatin, promoting local chromatin relaxation for DSB repair (50) (51) (52) (53) . We thus asked whether Tip60-TRRAP-P400 is involved in H2AX-mediated mNHEJ. Since loss of any component of this complex is lethal to cells, we used small interference RNA (siRNA), two for each, to deplete these three components individually in H2AX P400 complex recruited by ␥ H2AX/MDC1 increases the mobility of nucleosomes adjacent to DSBs and, when needed, allows exposure of certain length of nucleosomefree DNA ends for sufficient end processing and access to NHEJ machinery.
DISCUSSION
H2AX deficiency causes genomic instability characterized with more frequent chromosomal and chromatid breaks as well as translocations in the murine genome (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Early studies have revealed that H2AX is required for efficient HR (14, 19, 20) , indicating that inactivation of H2AX-dependent HR is among the mechanisms for increased genomic instability in H2AX-deficient cells. During V(D)J recombination and CSR in developing lymphocytes, H2AX also appears to either stabilize broken DNA strands for proper NHEJ, suppress aberrant hairpin opening and subsequent end resection of RAG-initiated DSBs, or promote synapsis of two distantly located DSBs for efficient NHEJ (22, 23, 29, 30) . In general settings, however, the molecular functions of H2AX in NHEJ are poorly understood.
In this study, we demonstrated that H2AX deficiency causes significant reduction of mNHEJ. This reduction is accompanied with a slight increase in accurate NHEJ or naNHEJ (when DSBs are induced by I-SceI) and a bias towards shorter deletions in H2AX-deficient cells. At first glance, this seemingly suggests that H2AX-dependent NHEJ is a threat to genome integrity, contradicting the role of H2AX in suppressing genomic instability. However, it is possible that a subset of DSBs in cells can only be efficiently repaired by H2AX-dependent NHEJ. As H2AX deficiency can inactivate both H2AX-dependent NHEJ and H2AX-dependent HR ( Figure 7E ) (14, 19) , combined inactivation of these two pathways is expected to leave a number of DSBs in H2AX-deficient cells to be either unrepaired or repaired alternatively, but with delay and lower efficiency, by H2AX-independent repair mechanisms. Unrepaired DSBs and improper DSB repair may lead to an environment of genomic instability for oncogenic transformation (29, 54) .
H2AX is also required for efficient rejoining of CRISPR/Cas9-induced DSBs, in addition to I-SceIinduced DSBs. As a powerful tool in genome editing, CRISPR genome editing is achieved through induction of site-specific DSBs and subsequent DSB repair by several repair mechanisms including the HR and NHEJ pathways in mammalian cells (36) . While current knowledge of DSB repair is important for us to understand and control CRISPR genome editing, DSB repair that mediates CRISPR genome editing may be unique in some aspects due to timing of DSB exposure from the Cas9-sgRNA-DNA ternary complex, residence duration of Cas9-sgRNA on target DNA, or distinct end configurations (e.g. blunt end in Cas9-induced DSBs and 5 -overhang in Cpf1-induced DSBs vs. 3 -overhang in I-SceI-induced DSBs) (35, (55) (56) (57) . Therefore, it is of interest to compare repair of CRISPR/Cas9-induced DSBs with that of I-SceI-induced DSBs. In fact, when accurate end-joining is included, H2AX deficiency has little effect on the overall efficiency of I-SceI-induced NHEJ (33, 34) , but reduces that of CRISPR/Cas9-induced NHEJ ( Figure 4E , Supplementary   Table S6 ). Nevertheless, both I-SceI-induced mNHEJ and CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ are less efficient and generate deletions biased towards shorter length in H2AX-or MDC1-deficient cells. In addition, XRCC4 suppresses I-SceI-induced mNHEJ more strongly than Cas9-induced mNHEJ ( Figure 5D versus E). As target gene knockout is one of major applications in CRISPR genome editing and can be mediated by CRISPR/Cas9-induced mNHEJ (36, 37, 39, 58) , our results indicate that H2AX-dependent NHEJ is important for this type of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. The molecular details of H2AX-dependent NHEJ should thus provide insight into the mechanistic basis of NHEJ-mediated CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and help better understand the mechanisms and safety of this technology. This could yield a potential strategy to improve the efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene knockout.
H2AX-dependent NHEJ is inactivated by deletion of XRCC4 or DNA-PKcs, two genes required for C-NHEJ, pointing to the notion that H2AX-dependent NHEJ is part of C-NHEJ, rather than a subtype of A-NHEJ. This is also in line with the deep sequencing results showing the use of microhomology is rather infrequent in products of H2AX-dependent NHEJ, as compared to XRCC4-independent NHEJ (data not shown). This raises a question: what proportion of NHEJ and C-NHEJ does H2AX control? Earlier work has indicated that H2AX, along with ATM and DNA-PKcs, repairs ∼10-15% of IR-induced DSBs through NHEJ (32) . As shown previously (33) and here, ∼14-30% of I-SceI-induced NHEJ (see Group I in Figure 1B and C and Supplementary Table S1 ) and 40-50% of Cas9-induced NHEJ (see Group I in Figure 4G and Supplementary Tables S5 and S6) are mNHEJ in wild-type mouse ES cells. Reduction of mNHEJ by about a half due to H2AX deficiency indicates that H2AX-dependent NHEJ accounts for ∼7-15% of total I-SceI-induced NHEJ or 20-25% of Cas9-induced NHEJ. However, due to partial suppression of XRCC4-independent A-NHEJ in XRCC4 +/+ cells and the unknown extent of this suppression, it is difficult to determine the contribution of H2AX-dependent NHEJ to C-NHEJ.
If H2AX-dependent NHEJ is responsible for repairing a subset of DSBs as part of C-NHEJ, is this subset of DSBs randomly selected or predetermined by certain configuration of these DSBs in the context of chromatin for H2AX-dependent NHEJ? Considering the difference between H2AX-dependent NHEJ and H2AX-independent NHEJ and the role of Tip60/TRRAP/P400 in H2AX-dependent NHEJ, random selection is unlikely. Instead, the context of the ␥ H2AX chromatin surrounding a DSB may be an important determinant in this regard. Previous studies have implied that H2AX may promote synapsis between two distal DSBs for NHEJ during CSR, suppress end resection of RAG-initiated DSBs, or stabilize broken ends for efficient NHEJ in V(D)J recombination (22, 23, 29, 30) . If these were the case in general NHEJ between two ends of a DSB, H2AX deficiency would reduce both accurate NHEJ and mNHEJ and shift deletions in NHEJ products towards longer length; but this is opposite to what this study has revealed.
Hence, we propose a different model explaining how H2AX acts in C-NHEJ in general settings. In this model
